Using Bitcoin trading data in Venezuelan bolivars from the LocalBitcoins peerto-peer market place and using the theory of Purchasing Power Parity (PPP), Bitcoin, as a single universal asset, is substituted for the 'basket of goods' normally used in the PPP, allowing the estimation of the relationship between the Venezuelan bolivar and the United States dollar. In this analysis Bitcoin is used as a tool to enable the calculation of the bolivars to dollars unofficial exchange rate and consequently the implied inflation rate. Using Bitcoin's publicly available prices in this way enables a government's economic mismanagement to be identified more quickly than the typical approach of measuring changes in the Consumer Price Index. Venezuela is currently in crisis, which this approach identifies as a problem as far back as 2014, as official and unofficial exchange rates diverge and inflation rates increase yearly reaching an unbelievable 70,000% in 2018 alone. † J. Johnson (johnsonresearchperth@gmail.com) is principal researcher at Johnson Research, Perth.
Introduction
For a country in the grip of hyperinflation, the news that the Venezuelan Central Bank is printing more money only adds to the political turmoil and economic uncertainty within the country. 1 This, together with crumbling infrastructure, food shortages and virtually no medical supplies has led to over three million Venezuelans leaving the country. 2 For those remaining, protecting their wealth from erosion is a problem not easy to solve. For them, a stable alternative is hard to find. Although Venezuela is a gold-producing country, purchasing gold with bolivars is difficult and small amounts are not easy to purchase or sell. The United States (US) dollar is a reasonable alternative but the country is short of dollars to even import basic necessities. Fortunately, there is one other alternative, Bitcoin, a decentralised peer-to-peer (P2P) payment system proposed by Satoshi Nakamoto in 2008, 3 built to bypass traditional financial systems, outside of government control, which can be purchased in quantities as small as one satoshi (0.00000001 of a bitcoin). The advantage of Bitcoin is that it can also be purchased outside of Venezuela in any currency for Venezuelan residents to sell in Venezuela for bolivars, keeping pace with inflation. Although Bitcoin's fortune over 2017-2018 fluctuated, it has not lost as much value as the bolivar, which, at the time of writing, is almost worthless.
The aim of this paper is twofold: extrapolate from Venezuela's Bitcoin trading their unofficial exchange rate; and using this rate approximate Venezuela's inflation rate over the last five years, adding to the evidence of hyperinflation and economic mismanagement. Section 2 covers the role that Bitcoin plays at times of economic uncertainty and its help in determining unofficial exchange rates. The data used is detailed in Section 3 and the evaluation of three benchmark currencies, which are used in the calculation of Venezuela's unofficial exchange rate, are discussed in Section 4. Section 5 covers the determination of Venezuela's unofficial exchange rates and the implied inflation rates from 2014 to 2018. Concluding remarks are covered in Section 6.
The Role of Bitcoin
Much of the early discussion regarding Bitcoin focuses on whether it is or is not a currency. David Yermack concludes that it resembles a highly speculative instrument as it lacks the three basic characteristics of money: acting as a medium of exchange, a unit of account, and a store of value. 4 If Bitcoin doesn't fulfill the requirements of money, then who is attracted to using it? Aaron Yelowitz and Matthew Wilson, using Google trend data to study Bitcoin's clientele, analyse its use by four interest groups: the technically competent able to profit from a complex financial instrument they understand at a technical level; investors/speculators looking for financial reward; those involved in illegal activities attracted by its anonymity; and Libertarians with a desire for no government oversight. They conclude that the technically competent and illegal activities drive the interest in Bitcoin. 5 Jeremiah Bohr and Masooda Bashir add to this, finding that an individual's political views also drives interest in Bitcoin, as Bitcoin represents a payment system outside of government control. 6 Robert Viglione also finds a political aspect to Bitcoin interest, not in relation to the trader's politics but the politics of the country of residence and likens the purchase of Bitcoin to buying a proxy for disaster insurance in countries where there is instability and economic mismanagement. 7 This is supported by the work of Xin Li and Chong Alex Wang, who conclude that although during the early years of Bitcoin trading, activity is driven by speculation, as the market matures it reacts more to economic fundamentals and changes in economic conditions. 8 Being able to easily and cheaply access the Bitcoin market provides an ideal opportunity to hold wealth at risk of erosion.
In countries where residents are under pressure from economic mismanagement, Bitcoin trading becomes critical. Two factors drive Bitcoin trading: one, there is pressure to purchase Bitcoin using local currency before it loses even more value; and two, there is a need to redeem for the local currency either past purchases or purchases made outside the country by friends/family, enabling residents to cope with rising prices. This results in an increase in Bitcoin trading in the local currency.
Gina Pieters and Sofia Vivanco find that the Bitcoin implied exchange rate and the official rate can differ, pointing to the existence of an active black market exchange rate which in turn can expose the inaccuracy of official exchange rates. 9 Pieters furthermore notes the difficulty in obtaining accurate unofficial exchange rates. 10 Pointing out that Bitcoin can bypass restrictions on the acquisition of foreign currency, at the same time as taking advantage of trading at an alternative to official, potentially manipulated, exchange rates.
In fact, using Bitcoin's daily trading prices allows the construction of a meaningful alternative to official exchange rates. Consequently, any reporting bias can be negated as daily Bitcoin prices are made public and can be easily observed. As Bitcoin trades all day, every day, unofficial rates can be calculated at any time. Significant differences between market and official exchange rates may signal fundamental economic mismanagement. Nowhere is economic mismanagement more obvious than in Venezuela.
Data
Although the behaviour of the Venezuelan bolivar is the focus of this study, Bitcoin trading data for two other South American currencies, the Brazilian real and the Argentinian peso, are also collected. Added to this is the United Kingdom's (UK) pound sterling, which is used as a reference for trading in a market with no unofficial exchange rate. Bitcoincharts.com is used as the source of Bitcoin's daily trading data. As the only available data for the Venezuelan bolivar is trading on LocalBitcoins, the real, peso and pound sterling data are also collected for this P2P market place. For each trading day Bitcoincharts.com provides:
(1) opening, closing, highest and lowest prices;
(2) total number of bitcoins traded, their value in local currency; and (3) a daily weighted bitcoin price calculated by weighting the individual bitcoin prices paid, by the proportion of bitcoins traded at that price during the day. This minimizes the impact of very small trades at very high prices. Table 1 details the period of daily trading data used. The starting date of 1 January 2014 is chosen as trading in the Venezuelan bolivar is too intermittent in 2013 to be useful. The ending date of 31 December 2018 is limited by data availability on Bitcoincharts.com. All official exchange rates are downloaded from fxtop.com and the Bitcoin Price Index (BPI) in US dollars from CoinDesk (https://www.coindesk.com/price/bitcoin) is used as Bitcoin's market price.
Trading Bitcoins on LocalBitcoins
Rather than buying and selling bitcoins through a Bitcoin exchange where traders need to wait until the market agrees with the price at which they are prepared to buy or sell, traders on LocalBitcoins can select from a range of currencies, alternative prices and payment methods but are limited to what is on offer.
LocalBitcoins is a market place where registered traders whether buying or selling, pay to advertise their bitcoin's selling or buying price, detailing their location, currency and payment method options. Non-registered traders, whether buying or selling choose from what is being offered by the registered traders. Although it is effectively two markets, one with registered sellers and unregistered buyers; the other with registered buyers and unregistered sellers, LocalBitcoins does not distinguish between them for reporting purposes and merely reports the price, volume and time of each transaction. Table 2 is a snapshot of bolivar offerings taken from the LocalBitcoins website (https://localbitcoins.com/country/VE) on 5 February 2019, indicating the price and payment method at which bitcoins are available for purchase in bolivar soberano (VES), which replaced the bolivar fuerte (VEF) on 20 August 2018 at the rate of 1 VES to 100,000 VEF.
Registered sellers are identified by a username together with an indication of reputation: how many trades they have made and a satisfaction rating. Payment method can be almost anything; the LocalBitcoins website lists a number of alternatives, such as gift card codes, cash, bank transfers, Paypal and any other payment option agreed by the parties concerned. Interestingly in Venezuela the payment method appears to be limited to bank transfers with a specified bank, with an occasional preference for Western Union. An unregistered buyer chooses with whom to transact, depending on transaction size and payment option. On the purchase side are the registered buyers. They advertise their price and payment and transaction details. Unregistered sellers choose from what is available. Table 3 is a sample of the price range and transaction sizes available on the LocalBitcoins website on 5 February 2019. If unregistered sellers have a significant number of bitcoins to sell, it is unlikely that they will take what is offered but rather set themselves up as a registered seller, detailing their required price and payment method.
From Tables 2 and 3 it can be seen that there are a range of possible transaction prices, any of which can be chosen for the next transaction which may be above the BPI (premium) or below the BPI (discount). It is important to understand the likely premium or discount at which Venezuelan bolivars are sold, so any calculation of Venezuela's unofficial exchange rate can take this into account.
The Method for Determining Adjustments for Venezuelan Trading
According to the theory of purchasing power parity (PPP), the currencies of different countries can be compared using a 'basket of goods' approach. Two currencies are in equilibrium or at par when a basket of goods (taking into account the exchange rate) is priced the same in both countries. Normally, to enable a comparison of prices across countries that holds any type of meaning, a wide range of goods and services must be considered, but here Bitcoin can be used, a universal asset that allows the determination of potentially overvalued or undervalued currencies. In the case of Bitcoin, the unofficial exchange rate can be determined by comparing the price of bitcoins in the currencies of two countries. Using Bitcoin, in place of a 'basket of goods,' avoids issues, such as transport costs, import tariffs and government intervention. However, in this case, as Bitcoin's trading prices on LocalBitcoins are being used, it is essential to factor in any expected variation from the market price (BPI) when determining the unofficial exchange rate. I have previously found that the amount that traders pay for bitcoins, above the market price (premium) on the LocalBitcoins market place, is significantly higher than the premiums paid using a Bitcoin exchange. 11 The UK bitcoin trading on LocalBitcoins is a good example of what you would expect with no currency black market. Exchange rate variations between banks and currency exchanges are a factor of institutional costs and do not constitute a black market. For the pound sterling, for each day ( ) the bitcoin price variation from the BPI is calculated as follows:
where: is the variation as a percentage above (+ve) or below (-ve) the BPI day , is the daily weighted bitcoin price for the relevant currency on day , is the official exchange rate between the US dollar and the relevant currency on day , and is the Bitcoin price index on day .
If the variation is positive, then bitcoins are sold at a premium. If negative, bitcoins have changed hands at a discount in relation to the BPI. As can be seen in Table 4 (column 2), from 2014 through to the end of 2018 average daily variations for the UK's pound sterling are positive and premiums range from +1.4% to +3.8%, a reflection of the small risk associated with P2P transactions.
This does not mean that on every day bitcoins are sold at a premium to the market price, on some days the weighted price is below the BPI, but in the case of the UK on the majority of days (71.8% -97.0%) the weighted average price is above the market. Table 4 includes these details.
Two South American currencies are also used to provide some guidance as to the appropriate premium to use when calculating Venezuela's unofficial exchange rate: the Argentinian peso and the Brazilian real. As can be seen in Table 4 , over the 5 year period the Brazilian real has an average premium of 7% with over 84% of days with weighted prices above the BPI. The IMF classify the Brazilian real exchange rate as floating but Pieters views it more as a managed float. 10 The average premiums paid for bitcoins do not indicate that the exchange rate is managed. However, while calculating the Argentinian peso's variation to the BPI, it becomes obvious that it has had a similar problem to Venezuela (though somewhat smaller in size), of a significant difference between official and unofficial exchange rates, which their government dealt with on 18 December 2015. This is evident in Table 4 (columns 6 and 7) where it shows that the bitcoin premiums are over 47% in both 2014 and 2015 and the percentage of days over the BPI is 100%. An unlikely scenario if the official exchange rate is accurate.
Using the average of Argentina's last three year's trading, a +7% adjustment is used to calculate Argentina's unofficial exchange rate each day, as follows:
where:
is the unofficial exchange rate on day , is the daily weighted bitcoin price for the relevant currency on day , is the expected adjustment for P2P trading on LocalBitcoins, and = BPI on day . This is a similar approach to that used by Jacob Smith, 12 but as the trading prices are from the LocalBitcoins P2P market an adjustment is made to the daily prices. Fig. 1 shows Argentina's unofficial and official exchange rates from 2014 to 2018 with the adjustment to a floating exchange rate on 18 December 2015. On December 17 the official rate is 9.778559 pesos to US dollar, the next day the official rate is adjusted to 13.67849 pesos, a significant jump. Pieters reports that apart from the official exchange rate, a semi-official exchange rate is also reported and that tracks the Bitcoin implied rate while the official rate is a crawling peg until the adjustment on 18 December 2015. 10
Venezuela's Analysis
Trading P2P on LocalBitcoins in Venezuelan bolivars has grown considerably even as hyperinflation gets worse by the day. Daily reports of a massive increase in trading in Venezuelan bolivars is not exaggerated. As can been seen in Table 5 , while trading declines in the pound, peso and real in 2018, as the bitcoin price falls after the 2017 high, Bitcoin trading in the Venezuelan bolivar continues to grow. This is likely fuelled by the purchase of bitcoins outside of Venezuela in any currency and redeemed in Venezuela, for bolivars, at a rate that keeps up with inflation, as well as Venezuelans buying bitcoins at any price as their own currency continues to decline each day. It is important to adjust for an expected premium when using LocalBitcoins P2P trading when calculating Venezuela's unofficial exchange rate from 2014 to 2018. Using Eq. (2) with premiums of 3% and 7%, the unofficial exchange rate is calculated for the entire period and as can be seen in Table 6 it increases dramatically from January 2014 through to December 2018. Trading from 20 August 2018 is restated in VEF, for ease of comparison. The 3% is a conservative estimate of the LocalBitcoins' premium and the 7% is similar to two other South American currencies. 13, 14 In five years, the unofficial exchange rate has gone from 85-89 bolivars to the US dollar to over 80 million. It is unbelievable that the government persists in an exchange rate of 10 VEF/US$ until May 2018 while the unofficial rate reaches over 827,000 VEF/US$. Table 6 contains details of the estimates of unofficial exchange rates using 3% and 7% premiums, the official exchange rate and details on the days when the government changed its policy. The IMF estimates ( Table 6 , column 5) of the unofficial exchange rate using the Consumer Price Index (CPI) are well short of the estimate using Bitcoin trading, with estimates made public only on a yearly basis. 15 Even from the start of 2014 official and unofficial exchange rates diverge. Splitting the five years into three groups depending on the official exchange rate (6.3; 10; and a managed float), it is easy to see the state of the Venezuelan bolivar. With the 3% and 7% premium's results of the same magnitude, only the 7% premium based rates are depicted in the following figures. Fig. 2 covers January 2014 to 17 February 2017 when the official rate is 6.3 VEF/US$ and the unofficial rate climbs from 86 to 3,606 VEF/US$. Even as the government abandons the fixed exchange rate, the official and unofficial exchange rates continue to diverge. Fig. 4 covers the period from 10 May 2018 where the official rate is now a managed float, but it still does not keep up with what is really happening to the value of the bolivar and the devaluation on 20 August 2018 (where 1 VES = 100,000 VEF) is nothing but window dressing and as can be seen in Table 7 does nothing to halt hyperinflation. Calculating an implied inflation rate, using changes in Bitcoin's unofficial exchange rate indicates serious and increasing economic mismanagement. As can be seen in Table 7 , in 2018 alone the inflation rate reaches over 70,000%. The results are the same regardless of whether a premium of 3% or 7% is used, indicating that the declining value of the bolivar continues to reflect the level of economic mismanagement, leading to a catastrophic level of hyperinflation. With inflation rates off the scale and the exchange rate continuing its rapid increase, could this be the end of the bolivar soberano as legal tender? 
Conclusion
Bitcoin trading is a very useful tool in identifying unofficial exchange rates. It is a universal asset that should be traded at the same price in multiple currencies, allowing for the relevant exchange rate. However, supply and demand in some currencies may influence the price. In the case of Venezuela, the price at which bitcoins change hands provides evidence of significant economic mismanagement as far back as 2014. Only the lack of Bitcoin trading in 2013 and no available BPI limits the analysis. Bitcoin's unofficial exchange rates paint a picture of a country in crisis where the exchange rate and inflation increase daily. The role of Bitcoin in the crisis is critical as evidenced by the increased trading in bolivars, even as Bitcoin trading in other currencies declines. With limited or no access to US dollars the next best option is Bitcoin, which enables the transfer of funds to Venezuelan residents, outside of government control, at a time when access to a stable alternative is imperative for survival. 16 Venezuela's situation changes so fast that in this case a postscript is needed to update the reader. Table 2 details the bolivar prices on 5 February 2019. LocalBitcoins data on BitcoinCharts was not available after 9 January 2019, so the February data is not included in this analysis, but the BPI is available for this date. A rough calculation of the unofficial exchange rate on 5 February 2019, using an average price of 9,161,583 VES, a BPI of US$3,420.70 and a premium of 7% provides an unofficial exchange rate estimate of: 2,490.8 VES/US$ 249,080,000 VEF/US$ A massive change in only five weeks from 31 December 2018 when the exchange rate is 80,164,062 VEF/US$. Hyperinflation continues to increase, with currently no end in sight.
The ability to use Bitcoin trading to gauge up to date estimates of unofficial exchange rates and implied inflation rates enables the observation of the immediate impact of any government's mismanagement and is not limited to Venezuela.
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